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With over seven and one-half million copies sold in the series, Left Behind: The Kids is a favorite of

kids ages 10-14. Following teens that were â€œleft behind,â€• they have nothing left but their

newfound faith in Jesus Christ. Determined to stand up for God no matter the cost, they are tested

at every turn.
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My wife I have read the first seven Left Behind books (to each other) and are in the middle of No. 8.

We find these books hard to put down as most people do. What I didn't count on was my reaction to

"The Kids." About 15 months ago I ordered a used copy of book #1, just to see how the story was

presented to our children. To date, my wife and I have read independently all 18 volumes! While

they are quick reads and very easy to follow, they are definitely not just for kids. They present a

compelling story line parallel to the "big Kids" books, but from a point of view that makes me think

our kids may not be so bad. A story of hope for children, Left Behind presents one view of what they

might face in the not so distant or unbelievable future. ALL KIDS, of any age should read these

books if for no other reason than the fun of it. Action, adventure, personal relationships and

scriptural authority, all the most sought after ingredients are here. I believe youngsters over about

12 years could move right over to the adult version and be hooked immediately. These books are

wonderful! Thanks to LaHaye and Jenkins: keep them coming!



Everyone should read these books. I think purchasing the set is a great idea, as they could be a

life-saver for anyone who is left behind in the future! I love how really difficult issues are dealt with in

a way that adolescents can understand. What a great way to let a young person know what is

ahead for the world, and also to make the gospel very plain, in an effective and interesting way! I

can't wait to find out what happens next!

These are some great series that can be for both teens and adults. I could read them again and

again. I have read both the adult series and the kid series and I prefer these series. They are very

fun to read and keep the reader very interested throughout the books. Definitely a must buy item!

Awesome reading for kids, teens, adults and/or grandparents. You can't wait to get on to the next

volume! Christ centered entertainmant plus learning about true salvation.

This book and series are riveting. Books like this make kids want to read! I highly

recommend.However, advanced topics are addressed by the author such as drug use, corruption,

and love. I read them with my daughter (who was 10 years old.) When we came across such a

topic, it gave me the opportunity to discuss the right choices to make.I highly recommend this

series. There is an adult and teen series as well.

My three daughters have been fighting over who is going to read the next one first. They have just

not been able to put them down. They got the first two sets at Christmas and I had to order the other

4 sets cause they have not stopped one day until they read all 40 books. They really loved them. I

think it gave them a better understanding of the book of Revelation. I recommend them to all

teenagers.

These book especially are my favorites. I felt so sad when Ryan died in book 13 because he was

my favorite character but in book 13 I also found a new one...Conrad! He's funny and energetic who

wouldn't love him. These book will keep you at the edge of your seats you'll feel like you actually

know the characters,and you'll laugh and cry and be surprised at points. God bless the authors1

I LOVED these books! everytime i read one i couldnt wait to get the next one. they inspired me to

make sure i had a strong relationship with god and to be ready for the future. i loved how it was



about the future but truth too. me and my friend are reading them together and they're one of my fav

series. ~casey nichole
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